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I am sorry! Something went wrong whether your network connection is unstable or is the browser obsolete? Sharing comments I'd rather die than live the rest of my life knowing I would even try. ~ Alphys pre-combat frisk summary based on unitale battle by Blazephlozard, Alphys NEO AU is a formidable version of
Alphys. Alphys NEO is a fan made the fight against the head of genocide for Alphys in UNITALE, a software that allows the user to create their own Undertale war. Leitmotif: Alphys Takes Action Status: Ready for Battle Power and Row Stats: Unknown, Least Likely 9-A Name: Alphys Origin: Blazephlozard, UNITALE
Gender: Woman's Age: Unknown Classification: Royal Scientist Power and Ability: Enhancing Physical Characteristics, Determination, Electrical Manipulation, Technological Manipulation, Soul Manipulation, Can Ignore Durability Partly Through Soul Manipulation, Danmaku, summoning blaster, orange and blue energy
attacks, creating maze, capable of spawning bombs and robots, and recording and rearing attacks, manipulating fire, power of magic attack: unknown, at least likely small building surface (his attack value of 64 put him above Undyne), speed: unknown, at least superansanic (kept up with LV 12 Frisk), likely far higher. :
Unknown Striking Power: Unknown Durability: Unknown, Likely Small Building Level (his defensive value of 20 put him in similar leagues like Tsunderplane), Endurance: Very high (he's able to fight Frisk until he's about to melt out his determination) Range: Unknown, At least tens of meters of standard equipment:
gasser-blaster intelligence: genius level weaknesses: similar to Cannon, also, his determination to wear him after a while. Feats: Almost broke the LV12 Frisk that previously defeated Undyne Undying has a value of ATK/DEF from 64/20 notable attacks/techniques: Cross Bomb: Alphys NEO bomb rained down on his
opponent. When hit, the bomb will explode into a burst of energy to form '+'. Gaster Blaster: Similar in application to Sans' Gaster Blasters, albeit lacking the KR effect. It shoots a lethal laser, energy lines: Alphys NEO is capable of creating and using different orange and blue energy lines. Blocks: Along with the bomb,
Alphis can also summon blocks. Mini Mettatons: Alphys NEO is a small version of Mettaton's base form that summons his opponent with deadly heart projectiles attacking. Maze: Alfie is able to force an opponent through a tough maze that will be swept away by flames if the opponent cannot reach the finish line in time.
He is able to combine his other attacks with this. The film bucks notable victories: Notable losses: Matches are inseccible: Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Confirm your email to enable sharing. Are you in trouble? x We are experiencing disruption in email delivery. If you do not
receive emails from us, please try after 8am EST. x Comments Sharing Template:Non-Canon It's a fan boss fight made and not real in the game. Alphys NEO is a boss who only appears on the path to genocide. He is considered the toughest enemy. He is harder than The Neo Metaton which has absolutely nothing but
immediately takes between 900,000 and 999,999 injuries. Alfizi uses metaton attacks and uses yellow mode. He can also use direct beam projectiles that come out of skeletal faces, known as gastrose blasters. When he loses all his horsepower, he ding dies.Dying Yellow Mettaton mode laser attacks (blue and orange) a
quick colored puzzle maze to split the battle box into a 9-piece strategy of keeping the attack until he melts the survival of the mechanic attacks quote before fighting the drop below may involve the game. So, you're the one who's gonna kill all my friends. I made a lot of mistakes and stopping you might be my last, then,
murder. I couldn't look around, all those innocent people. Papyrus, ... U-Undyne. Iraj... You.. I'll kill !!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! My... I just played a sub-drop combat theory evolution might involve. After the fight/death drop below may include the game. Pain. thats what made them feel . ... I deserve this Easter eggs drop below may
include the game. The taste text of Dr. Alphis's greatest invention. [Czech] Alphys NEO Block Way! [Collision] Alphys NEO is almost shivering. Alphys NEO is barely kept. Smelling like a food trivia dog when he screams he is going to use his special attack, he admits that someone else has it better than he shouted. While
it was most likely papyrus, it could have been Sans. When you hit the final shot when it melts, he smiles when he says that's what made them feel like he's referring to amalgamates as they were determined and because of him starting to melt in an attack, the Mettabots have been specifically placed in a style similar to
the retro game of space invaders. If you cheat the battle by insisting on using the same healing object end pointing to Earthbound Halloween Hack will change. External links to forum content are available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. 5 YouTube like 5 to Espanyol Undertale? Join the community. Get Amino
into the young Espanyol? Join the community. Get more featured app 4 days ago more prominent 24 hours ago more prominent 3 days ago
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